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WE BELIEVE 
We all deserve to feel safe and happy 

We all want to belong 

We all need to be fulfilled 

WE KNOW 
Connections make us who we are 

Financial inclusion grows our self-esteem 

At Space2b, we follow a set of principles  

that reflects in everything we do: 

WE PROVIDE OPPORTUNITY 

Space2fly – product & business development 

Space2work – on the job work experience 

Space2connect – making connections 

Space2create –  creative workshops & activities 
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WE ALL HAVE STORIES TO TELL BUT OFTEN WE ARE ONLY ABLE 
TO SHARE WHEN WE FEEL SAFE 

Abdi must have felt safe when he was sitting at Janine Lawrie’s 
kitchen table. Janine, a fashion designer was looking for someone to 
make her designs locally; Abdi, a recently arrived refugee from 
Somalia was a tailor in need of work. A mutual friend brought Janine 
and Abdi together and over a cup of tea Abdi told his story. Abdi had 
spent his youth in a Kenyan refugee camp after fleeing his war torn 
home-land in Somalia. After thinking he’d lost his family, he was 
reunited with them in Australia. Abdi told Janine that his dream was 
to set up a tailoring business. 

As a newly arrived refugee with few connections, Abdi struggled with 
this new language, culture and system, and had no idea where to 
start. Abdi needed a friend and mentor and Janine was that friend. 
From the seeds of this connection, an idea was planted. 

Stories tell us who we are. 
They influence us in various 
ways at different times in our 
lives. They can inspire us, 
move us, and make us feel 
sad or fill us with hope. In 
their telling, they give life to 
our private world and 
connect us with others. Some 
stories are hidden away until 
the time is right, and some 
just need to be told. FROM SEED TO TREE - IDEAS INTO ACTION 

With a relationship long consolidated before the birth of Space2b, 
Mariam and Janine bonded over their passion to create a community 
based place. Mariam, a refugee from Somalia is not only an author, 
inspirational public speaker and activist, but she is also the founder 
of RAW (Resilient Aspiring Women). Based in Melbourne, RAW is a 
not-for-profit organisation, dedicated to promoting community, 
culture and cuisine. 

With Janine’s ideas, energy and enthusiasm and Mariam’s support 
and connections along with her ‘let’s just do it’ attitude, Space2b was 
launched in the City of Port Phillip in 2013. Space2b has made its 
mark in the city as a dynamic artistic hub where people can connect, 
learn and feel part of a community.

FROM A SEED FROM THIS 
CONNECTION SPACE2B WAS BORN

Our social enterprise is a unique, 
dynamic creative workspace that has 
grown to include a retail outlet, 
gallery, café, design studio, workshop, 
training centre and small business 
hub. After two pop up shops in 2015 
and 2016, Space2b successfully 
opened its first permanent home in 
Balaclava in 2017.

OUR STORY
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CONNECTION, COMMUNITY & OPPORTUNITY 
Space2b,	 is	 a	 simple	 idea	with	big	 ambi3ons,	 fostering	 connec3ons,	 building	 community	 and	 crea3ng	opportuni3es.	 It’s	 a	 social	
enterprise,	a	space	 for	 training	and	mentoring.	 It’s	an	art	and	design	space	that	enables	 those	who	have	recently	arrived	on	our	
shores	to	find	and	create	their	own	job	opportuni3es,	and	work	toward	achieving	financial	independence.	It’s	a	space	to	gain	work	
experience	to	improve	job	prospects,	facilita3ng	pathways	and	programs	to	connect,	create	networks	and	enrich	lives.	 5



A WORD FROM THE CHAIR 

Janne Morton 

If you ask anyone at Space2b what’s important to them, what 
they’ve gained, and why they keep being involved, they’ll tell you 
it’s the sense of community – the Space2b community. This is the 
case regardless of whether they’re refugees, asylum seekers, 
newly arrived migrants, volunteers, local artists, or mentors. The 
Space2b community thrives on the sharing of stories and life 
experiences, as well as the teaching and learning of new artistic 
traditions and cultures, all taking place in the safe and 
welcoming environment at 144 Chapel Street, St Kilda.  

2018-2019 has been another great year for Space2b.  
While we continue to grow in a wide variety of ways and 
directions, the focus remains firmly on the fostering of financial 
independence of newly arrived artists and their engagement 
with the local community. To mention only a few highlights: the 
bustling Laneway festival with its markets, food, dance and 
music; the magnificent photos, videos and mural celebrating the 
lives of Space2b women; the new Art Lane Café located at the 
back of Space2b, the gallery that houses monthly exhibitions and 
workshops, and the retail shop in which one can discover all sorts 
of beautifully crafted products, like hand-made jewellery, 
fashion, children’s toys and clothing, woven bags, prints and art, 
cards, sweet-smelling cosmetics and furniture.  

To find out more about what’s been happening this year at the 
art and design social enterprise, known as Space2b, I encourage 
you to read the amazing stories and admire the fabulous images 
in this annual report. I also want to give thanks for the support 
provided by the 51 extraordinary volunteers, the three staff, our 
incredibly generous partner organisations and donors, and the 
Board, especially Janine, Craig and Paul.  
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‘For newly arrived, that first opportunity, that first connection 
that first Space2b, is so critical in setting them on that pathway to success’ 

Kon Karapanagiotidis, Asylum Seeker Resource Centre 7



The inclusive Space2b model is at the very core  
of the ethos of its founders; Mariam Issa, a Somali 
refugee and Janine Lawrie, an established 

designer from European mixed background. 

Together, this dynamic duo have built an inspiring 

community with Space2b. Along with the support 
and hard work of a small but determined group of 

staff volunteers, the pair have shown in the 
strengths of their partnership what can be 

created, through their perfect marriage of hearts 
and minds. 

For me space2b is about partnerships, connections and 
opportunities.  We have built a unique buddy system 
model in everything we do, which is based on the 
relationship that Mariam and myself have.   We are 
continuously learning,  from each other, about each other, 
with each other.  My ‘to do list’ style and her ‘just trust and 
it will happen ‘ style  meet beautifully in the middle and 
have created a dynamic and ever eventful Space2b.  

Janine Lawrie (CEO) 

THE C0-FOUNDERS - Mariam Issa & Janine lawrie 

I believe it is not just by coincidence that Janine Lawrie 
and I met. Her motivation for creating Space2b came from 
working with a Somali refugee named Abdi, and as a 
believer of synchronistic events, I think it was only natural 
for the universe to send her my way. I, myself am a Somali 
woman who understands the pains Abdi endured and 
what it is like to start over in a new country as a refugee.  

Our vision for Space2b is to foster a community where 
respect, acceptance and understanding is practiced; 
where people can find their dignity and self-worth again. 
Where we learn and grow without judgement. So I would 
like to say space2b is many things to many people, and for 
me personally it is The Space2b inspired.  

With great support from many generous and wonderful 
organisations and individuals, the Space2b community is 
expanding - it is only natural that our ideas will keep 
expanding and growing with our beautiful community! 

Mariam issa
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‘Space2b was the first that 
took a chance on me and 
without you Iwouldn't be 
where I am now so thank 
you so much, When I think 

of my beginning story I think 
of space2b and everything 

you've done for me’  

Muhubo Sulieman  
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Our philosophy is to create a space where newly 
arrived creatives feel part of the designer 
community by selling, creating and learning 
together with established Australian Designers 
and artists. 

Our shop therefore stocks products from both 
newly arrived emerging and established 
designers. 

We have grouped our products into three 
categories: 

• Handmade in Australia from newly arrived and 
established designers.  

• Ethically sourced from overseas.  This supports 
newly arrived who are developing their 
business by working with and importing from 
their communities back home. 

• Our partners:  we also stock products from 
Australian small businesses who source 
ethically and support designers and artists 
locally.  

OUR RETAIL - the engine 

Fashion show - Laneway festival
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OUR RETAIL OUR VISION 

Our vision is to create 
a fully self-sustaining 
art and design hub 
that offers new 
migrants, refugees 
and people seeking 
asylum a safe space to 
connect and grow.  

Space2b offers 
opportunities that will 
lead to becoming an 
included and 
economically 
independent part of 
our community. 

African Headwraps -  Laneway festival 11



To achieve financial sustainability 

Currently Space2b is staffed mainly 
by volunteers. In order to employ 
staff to drive continuity and 
sustainability in the enterprise, we 
need to increase our capacity and 
revenue. Our income from retail 
and gallery operations is steadily 
growing, but we are aiming to 
capitalise on our space by 
developing other income streams 
such as the online shop and 
Laneway Café. Additionally, we are 
seeking to secure larger grants to 
build capacity. 

Space2b has three main goals for 2020

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS 2020   

1. 2. 3.

To increase  our impact 

To continue to build a safe and 
welcoming space for refugees and 
newly arrived migrants in 
Melbourne who aim to become 
economically independent 

We aim to build partners so that 
together we can provide more 
efficient programs and meet the 
needs of  newly arrived. 

To increase the Space2b brand  

We aim to spread our brand 
throughout Melbourne, enabling us 
to attract the best possible 
mentors and motivated trainees. 
The programs, events and activities 
we create and participate in 
increase our recognition within the 
community, whilst growing and 
strengthening our community 
networks. 
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Many of the people we work with have experienced trauma.  Art has been proven to reduce  
anxiety, depression , chronic pain and slow dementia, and be a great therapy for for trauma . 

Photo of Afsaneh  Photo by Andy Drewitt.  13



ABOUT SPACE2B

WHO WE ARE 
Space2b enables those newly arrived on our 
shores a safe space to work, train, connect, 
participate and to take steps toward 
financial independence and inclusion. 

OUR MODEL 

‘Connections make us who we are and are 

why we exist’ 

We are all about connections. 

Our fully inclusive model permeates every 
aspect of our business to provide 
opportunities for the local community to 
connect with new migrants and refugees. 

This program also benefits the local 
volunteers, giving them the opportunity to 
engage and connect with refugees, whilst 
gaining work experience, skills and references. 

WHAT WE DO 

‘Connections make us who we are and are why we 

exist’ 

We have three primary programs that allows Space2b to 
achieve our model; 

1.   Space2Fly 

Individually designed creative and business mentoring. 

2.   Space2Work 

Work experience across different aspects of Space2b 
including the retail outlet, gallery, events, workshops, 
the Artlane café and online store, and all other aspects 
of the social enterprise.  Our partners such as  St Ali Cafe 
and the Leaf Store also provide valuable training at their 
premises. 

3.   Space2Connect 

Activities, workshops and events that connect culturally 
diverse communities with the wider public. 

All our programs provide opportunities for newly arrived 
to work side-by-side with locals, exchange ideas and 
make connections, while growing their English language 
skills and becoming a valued part of the Australian 
designer community. 

14



emerging artists, mentored by 
established volunteer artists, 
successfully exhibited their art, 
generating sales of $8,000. The 
gallery was booked out on a 
monthly basis for the entire 
year. This brought 650 people 
on average into the Artspace  
in 2018/19.

OUR IMPACT

newly arrived migrants’ lives 
have been impacted through 
Space2b programs. 

118

newly arrived creatives 
participated in Space2fly, our 
product and business 
mentoring program. 80% of 
these wonderful designers are 
now selling at the Space2b 
store, or through other outlets.  

30

participants gained work 
experience through our 
Space2work program either at 
Space2b and or with our 
partners, with 60% already 
finding paid employment and 
10% undertaking further study. 

22

designers are selling their unique 
creations through Space2b’s retail 
outlet, generating $88,973 in 
sales. We stock products from a 
beautiful mix of established and 
new migrant emerging designers, 
with 31 of these designers being 
newly arrived. 

54

23

people attended our annual 
‘Laneway Festival’ to 
celebrate cultural diversity 
week, held in the laneway 
behind Space2b for the 
second year. 

1200

percent of our Space2fly 
participants trained other newly 
arrived participants, paying it 
forward and remaining part of 
the Space2b family. 

  

43

hardworking, committed 
volunteers help us make 
Space2b, the space to be.

participants improved their 
leadership capability through 
public speaking. We thank 
internationally recognised 
comedian Judith Lucy for her 
contribution to developing 
the confidence and skills of 
participants, which allows 
them to have a voice as newly 
arrived in our community. 

11

51

was raised at our fundraiser 
‘We are Connected’ stories 
of Settlement with Judith 
Lucy and 10 newly arrived 
participants.

10,800

21,212

experienced and skilled 
mentors support our 
participants

12

15

people came through our doors  via Community Events and Activities.



Space2b 
recognises that 
many newly 
arrived have 
extensive skills, 
creativity and 
talent that can 
be utilised to 
generate an 
income to 
further support 
their families.   

Sharifeh sewing up some dungarees for the Space2b brand
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Space2Fly is our 
personalised mentor and 
training program in art, 
design and business 
development, which 
supports participants to 
become creative business 
owners. Developed with and 
for newly arrived creatives, 
this program is a platform to 
generate connections, get 
real life work experience, 
and work side-by-side with 
established designers. 

Left: Chaw & Kla working on the 
button maker

SPACE2FLY

Product Design and 
Business Development
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SPACE2FLY 

Our talented crew 
of volunteer 
designers have 

mentored 17 new 
emerging designers

to hone their creative skills 
and develop a vast array of 
quality products and wares. 
It’s truly amazing to see their 
final products, such as hand-
made jewellery, children’s 
toys, clothing, prints, art and 
woven bags, up for sale. It’s 
also a reminder of why 
Space2b came about  building 
relationships, networks and 
skills for those who are newly 
arrived, and supporting them 
to earn a living and achieve 
financial independence. 

LEFT: Kyi with her newly made 
baby trousers
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We know there is growing need for tailored 
employment support that provides 
comprehensive work ready skills, English 
language skills and supported on-the job 
training for unemployed migrants, refugees 
and people seeking asylum. Space2Work	
provides	that	vital	opportunity	for	newly	arrived	
migrants	to	work	and	train	together	with	local	
residents	in	a	safe	and	welcoming	environment.			

  

The program offers placement 
opportunities in a range of different areas 
in our enterprise, such as sales and 
marketing, retail and customer service, 
accounts and stock control, gallery 
management and event management. 

When our participants have gained enough 
expertise and are ‘work ready’, they are 
placed with our partners for further training 
and paid employment. 

SPACE2WORK
ON THE JOB WORK EXPERIENCE
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This year, thanks to a second year of the Scanlon Foundation funding, our Space2work job pathway program has taken a step 

further by partnering with St Ali Café, The Leaf store and Artlane Cafe.   So far we are proud to have assisted 22 participants to develop 

on the job training skills, with 60 % already finding paid employment and 10% undertaking further study.  

Pictured from left: Mentor, Preet with participants  Atong & Tabeth 

SPACE2WORK 20



SPACE2WORK 

Five newly arrived 
trainees found work 
after training with 
the Artlane Cafe in 
2019

Hailing from Japan, Momo 
(pictured here) is one of five 
trainees who trained with 
Sasha and David at the Art 
Lane Cafe team.   

Art Lane Cafe seeks to 
create family-like 
connections with local 
residents and 'give back' to 
the community via their 
active participation in our 
Space2work program.  

Momo has already found full 
time employment.	

21



‘I love working 
with businesses 
that share 
Space2b’s vision 
of a more 
inclusive society; 
To provide 
opportunities and 
a safe place to 
learn and make 
mistakes. Sharing 
Space, creating 
opportunity, 
exchanging ideas, 
learning together 
– this is 
community!’ 

Catrina Sofo 
Space2work coordinator
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At Space2b I learnt 

that when you go 

for jobs you have to 

be ‘a bit pushy’, as 

my supervisor put 

it. I would never 

have done that in 

my country. But I 

got the job and I am 

so happy that I 

learnt how it is 

done in Australia!   

Jamila 
Space2Work participant 
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Thank you 
Space2b,  
for seeing 
my potential, 
making me 
realise my 
talent & 
giving me 
the 
confidence 
to put myself 
out there. 

Karen Bravo 
Artist, Graphic Designer 
& Performer
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If you are a maker, you can still take part in our work 
experience program, run a workshop, participate in our 
events or get some public speaking experience up your 
sleeve. Karen started with us as a jewellery designer. She 
also gained work experience in the gallery, ran her own art 
exhibition, and performed at our Laneway Café. 

Karen is now super busy with her art, dance classes and 
performing at festivals. 

SPACE2b 
MULTIFACETED OPPORTUNIES

Space2b opportunities are as unique as 
the people we work with. Our programs 
are designed around real people with 
real needs and dreams.

25



Space2b runs numerous activities, events and 
workshops for newly arrived and the local 
community to exchange stories and ideas and 
to make connections. 

These events play a huge role in our activities, 
this year reaching 21,212 people in the 
community, from school students attending 
our Art of Belonging poetry session that tells 
stories of settlement, to the general public, as 
well as tourists attending our Paintings for 
Peace event or Laneway Festival, as examples.  

Events are growing in popularity at Space2b, 
and their value in sharing different cultural 
traditions, beliefs and practices with the 
broader Australian community can’t be 
underestimated. We have seen how our events 
not only enrich the lives of participants, who 
form new social connections and have a chance 
to feel part of Australian culture, but also 
improve understanding and create a platform 
for dialogue and conversations around 
migrants, particularly those from newly settled 
communities, here in Australia. Such 
connections are empowering for everyone and 
are essential for creating a harmonious and 
strong society. 

SPACE2CONNECT
WE	BELIEVE	THAT	CONNECTIONS	MAKE	US	
WHO	WE	ARE	AND	ARE	WHY	WE	EXIST

26



Our annual laneway festival is a great opportunity for newly arrived artists and designers to sell products, promote their brand and connect 

with other designers from many different parts of the world. This year we had 12 stalls from different cultural backgrounds. 

Photo  Abigail Hector-Taylor

SPACE2CONNECT 
27



The second Space2b Laneway 
Festival to celebrate diversity, 
acceptance and respect took place 
in March in the newly painted 
laneway behind Space2b. The 
festival is the result of a unique 
partnership with local business in 
the small precinct, St Kilda Primary 
School, local residents and new 
partners Northside Projects who run 
the market.  The festival was 
supported by the Farmers Market 
and Hank Marvin with funding from 
the City of Port Phillip. 

The festival featured over 35 
designers showcasing and selling 
their work, in addition to a range of 
activities, such as African Headwrap, 
a poetry competition with the local 
school, workshops, music and dance.  

With over 1,200 people attending, 
the festival was a great success, with 
stall holders reporting great sales, 
and a survey of over 100 people 
providing very positive feedback.

SPACE2CONNECT 

ANNUAL	LANEWAY	FESTIVAL
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SPACE2CONNECT 

As part of our 'Across Barriers' partnership with 
St Kilda Primary School, Year 4 students took 
part in a poetry competition on the topic of 
'making a new home'. The 8 winners recited 
their poems on stage at 'The Art of Belonging' 
spoken word poetry event in the laneway. ⠀ 

Together we have partnered on a myriad of 
projects which have enabled our children to 
connect learning in rich and meaningful ways.  
The ‘Across Barriers’ initiative created 
opportunities for six of the year groups to  
engage more widely with the Space2b community 
of newly arrived migrants and refugees. We heard 
their stories, shared our own, and celebrated 
diversity, acceptance and respect.  

The audience spoke of the children’s wisdom, the 
depth of their understanding and their confidence.  
It was a very proud occasion for the children, their 
families and our school. 

Sue Higgins - SKPS Head Teacher 

Thank you to the amazing Tariro Mavondo, 
Sermsah Bin Saad, Melissa Pearson and young 
emerging poets from St. Kilda Primary School.

ACROSS	BARRIERS	-	School	Program

The	Art	of	Belonging
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Every year we continue to build the Space2b Art Hub. This year saw a new addition to our colourful laneway, 
‘Forever Young’, a mural by the well-loved and great supporters of Space2b, street artists Be Free & Suki. 

This work was proudly supported by Palais Theatre and Live Nation. 30



Space2create provides 
opportunities for newly arrived 
emerging designers to share 
their skills with the local 
community while exchanging 
stories, increasing 
understanding and cross-
cultural connections. 

Two of our most popular 
workshops this year were 
‘Weaving beds for the 
homeless!’. Space2b was a hive 
of activity as beds were created 
out of donated plastic bags.  

Another popular activity was 
Somali basket weaving, run by 
the wonderful Muhubo who 
shared her passion for Somali 
crafts with us.

SPACE2CREATE
ART	&	CULTURAL	WORKSHOPS
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When the subjects become the viewers. Joanne and Arlene visit to view for the first time their beautiful 'Spoken' portrait.  

Spoken a collaborative project between Ondru and Space2b aimed to give voice to silent and unheard human stories through 
photographs, video and a public mural.  Proudly supported by the City of Port Phillip Cultural Development Fund.  

ART	IN	THE	COMMUNITY
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Twice a year Space2b offers the gallery free of charge to newly arrived 
artists. This year local artists Karen Bravo  and Muhubo Sulieman 
presented 'Landed', a vibrant exhibition connecting Somalia with the 
African Diaspora in Colombia.

Space2b ArtSpace
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It was a long time coming but our little Space2b laneway finally has its own funky laneway cafe. Hailing 
from Brazil, Art Lane Cafe's managers David and Sasha connected through Melbourne's Brazilian 
community, creating a new 'family' in their adopted country. Art Lane Cafe’s vision is to bring some soul 
to Balaclava via great coffee, mouth watering food, engaging conversation and an always 
friendly atmosphere.  

Space2b ArtLane Cafe
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The was the second of our annual Paintings for Peace, a community exhibition held every December.  Any creative from 

the community is invited to exhibit and sell a piece of work.   This year  65 artists exhibited 100 paintings, 25% from newly 

arrived artists.   

Space2b ArtSpace   - 100 paintings for peace
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We	are	very	fortunate	to	have	a	mul3-skilled	team	on	the	board.	Craig	and	Paul,	our	
Company	Secretary	and	Treasurer,	have	been	instrumental	in	fulfilling	our	obliga3ons	
to	Consumer	Affairs	in	Victoria,	as	an	incorporated	associa3on	and	charity.

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT  - The Vision Room

OUR PEOPLE

KEY ADVISORS  - The Brain Room

Janne Morton 
Chairperson

Janine Lawrie 
Founder & CEO

Craig Francis 
Treasurer

Paul Hellyer 
Secretary

Mariam Issa 
Co-Founder

Anu Bajwa 
Local communities

Catherine Harris 
Fundraising

Cath Smith 
Partnerships

Lyndal Higgins 
Marketing

Julia Mundy 
Partnerships
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STAFF - The Engine Room

OUR PEOPLE

Catrina Sofo 
Space2Work

Tracey Van Ingen 
Mentor

Karen Hopkins 
ArtSpace

Ali Maclean 
Marketing

Ana Soares 
Retail

Linda Main 
Space2Fly

Pamela Mujica 
Online Shop

Sarika 
Volunteers

Andrea Lehrke 
Stock Manager

Clare Larman 
Spokeperson

Karen Bravo 
Graphics

Wenny 
Manufacturing 

Sharifeh Amiri 
Trainee Mentor

Chaw Po 
Trainee Mentor

Lhakpa Chodon 
Markets 37



Comedian Judith Lucy and 
actor Clare Larman worked 
together with 10 newly 
arrived, keen-but-terrified 
trainees to perform in 
front of an audience of 
195.  

During the evening we 
heard stories of the 

funny side of settlement. 

The experience 
encouraged 3 of the  
participants to continue as 
speakers at a university 
conference, at work, and 
one has gone on to study 
performance.

Annual Fundraiser 
WE ARE CONNECTED
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‘We are Connected’ spoken word 
poetry night, united all of us 
though our shared stories. All 
the participants came from 
different countries and their 
experiences were vastly 
different, but in truth, those 
facts became secondary to the 
feelings of trust, joy, grief, 
frustration, laughter and 
gratitude that every one of us 
experienced over the weeks we 
were together.  
It gave people an opportunity to 
be heard and accepted and 
that’s often rare when you are 
new to a foreign place. For a 
brief time in our lives we became 
a ‘family’ and I think we’re all 
the richer for that.  

Clare Larman 
Actor, mentor & program coordinator
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After the 
performance 

WE ARE 

CONNECTED 

with Judith 
Lucy, and 10 

newly 

arrived 
migrants 

connected 

with 
Space2b, 

poet Melissa 

Parsons was 
inspired to 

write this 

poem at 
3am that 

night!

40

An Egyptian man pleading without realising  
His innate tone  
Was not from reading  
Hearing about  
How  
He saved his son 
From  
The regimented system  
Of this he too, had forcefully come 
Courageously fleeing  
This clearly I am seeing 
“Thank you Australia” his dry tears said  
Breathing the evidence, of the pain he left 
But still, pounding in his chest 
… 

A Chilean woman told how her parents  
Ushered her to her future  
With a handed suitcase and sorrowful wet 
faced Goodbye 
Holding only her toothbrush, she was just a 
child 
Dances in dresses now  
Is her achieving, wearing smile 
Educated and lessoned  
“Thank you Australia” she said 
… 

Broken speech  
Stood Afghan softness 
Landed  
Home life abandoned  
Persevered with chance and should 
Left one community to reach more 
As she knew she would   
Voyaged by heart and pure good    
Saved me in all likelihood  
“Thank you Australia” she said 
… 

A Somalia woman turned colour of dress 
The dream of expressiveness  
Arts and crafts she says are the actions of 
address  
See’s them being worn 
Where they form an outer ornamental 
impress 
She is seen in community 
Who believe in the filter of her success 
“Thank you Australia” she said 
… 

We	are	Connected	-	Thank	you	Australia
Poem	by		Melissa	Pearson

An Indian woman took her turn, response from cue  
Everything in lifes world she understood and knew 
Lonely and isolated she happened to walk past  
Space of designed welcome  
Found chairs and support 
That would last   
She sat with similar legs, shared chai tea  
Heard story’s she’ll never forget  
But felt quite pleased  
As she learned embracing abundance  
Is what she’d met  
Belonging just as new, she could  
They all grin now 
Where they comfortably fit as stood  
In this very neighbourhood  
“Thank you Australia” she said  
… 

An African raised young in Dubai  
Now as tall as stands 
Inherently though, she is shy 
Kept for years, hidden her heartbreak and cry 
Having heard  
Now I almost am 
And must turn away and not explain why 
White upper class hub housed in 
She rolled the excruciating dice of try   
Not matched the acceptance rules did the colour of 
her skin 
Paints today to show the gesture of understanding  
Of what it’s like and where she’s been   
A welcoming way and above all how to let love in  
“Thankyou Australia” she said 
… 

Bubbly sweet ‘Tashi Deley’ 
She gets up to openly say…’I honour the greatness 
in you’ 
Then tells of what it’s like to be from Tibet 
Chinese rule and steal country, sovereignty, leader 
and life 
From innocents necks 
At seventeen this from, she fled 
For fear of count add  
To the un fought for  
Stack of dead  
Slaughtered  
By sheer will, this she thwarted 
“Thank you Australia” she warmly said 
… 

There’s now a woman dancing before me 
Smile across her face 
One from, you wouldn’t want to escape 
She’s joyous, smart and resiliently fierce 
Fled from lands cracks as the earthquake  
Levelled her home, left, baron and flat  
Wears traditional garments to show her heart of 
Chile 
With self taught Peruvian stitch, jewellery she gives  
To this country that she now lives  
Thank you Australia she openly said. 
… 

Event Ending  
Time not to leave  
As stories like these  
Inside, you keep 
But to make my way home safe  
In the filled elevator 
To the car park, I have to take   
There’s  
Me  
One of the last to come in  
Before sliding door slid  
I towered over a young girl   
Corner was she 
Squeezed 
Dwarfed by pants, buckles, shirts  
And night of bid 
Instinctually protected her 
She knew I did 
Scared had her eye  
And by human, I comprehend why  
Parents and brothers over the other side  
Away from, the gulf may have felt wide 
Then gently said  
“You’re safe” 
To which she and her mum  
Gave me the nod of grace 
My thought highly un-noticed  
As they exited with their gratitude goodbye 

Was  
I truly hope, you my gendered soul 
You  
Have it that  
Ages do not placate the hostile passive syndrome 
Of ever was  
Never changes 
And  
Now, too over grown 
… 

Eyes wish well, even when seeming alone 
“Thank you Australia” I said    
  



As planned, 2018-19 was a year of investment to 
support our goals of a sustainable future. We spent 
grants and accumulated funds on capital works and 
paid staff to build our capacity to generate future 
income whilst maintaining a profitable business. 

Notably we committed funds to the following 
exciting initiatives we: 

•  Spent $22,500 converting our loading bay into a 
cool, new cafe. The ‘Art Lane’ cafe was up and 
running quickly and is now a valuable partner 
business generating extra, sustainable income. 

•  Hired some amazing and experienced retail staff 
to take our shop and gallery to the next level. Prior 
to this financial year we relied entirely on our 
incredible volunteers but we realised that this 
wasn’t a scalable model. Having a paid professional 
store manager and team will make a big difference 
to our income and help iron out the seasonal 
fluctuations. 

•  Invested in developing Space2b branded products 
to improve margins in the shop and open up new 
revenue opportunities and training opportunities. 
These have already proved successful in the shop 
and for bespoke customer commissions. 

As a result of these planned investments, we made 
a small operating loss for the year however our 
balance sheet remains healthy with $71,765 in carry 
over funds, a profitable retail business and no long 
term debt. 

FINANCIALS  2018-19
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In the coming financial year: 

• We will continue the Space2Fly mentoring program, with new partnerships with 
Wellsprings for Women and Stand UP.  

• ArtSpace will be booked with exhibitions throughout the year, including two 
free exhibitions a year for newly arrived artists subsidised by Space2b.  

• Our Space2work program will aim to build our employment partners and secure 
funding to pay newly arrived while they train.  

• We will run our annual Laneway Festival on 22 March, to coincide with Cultural 
Diversity week, celebrating acceptance and respect. 

• We will trial our new program ‘Holding Space’, where we provide the 
opportunity for different cultural groups to run their own events.   

• We are looking forward to our next Annual Fundraising event in October 2020. 

LOOKING AHEAD
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OUR SUPPORTERS & PARTNERS

We wish to sincerely thank our collaborative partners and the community, from schools, local 
councils, local businesses, universities, non-profits and employment services which support 
Space2b and our participants. 

We particularly wish to thank the City of Port Phillip, which has helped fund many of  
our projects. 
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